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Introduction
This is the second time this unit has been examined and most candidates were able to answer all
the questions in the time allocated, with very few seeming to run out of time. Candidates are
getting better at using scenarios and making sure their answers relate to the scenario given. At
times candidates wrote at great lengths given the number of marks available for the question. It
is worth reminding them that the space provided does not mean they have to fill it up, especially
for some of the longer answers and candidates would do better if they ensured their answers
were focussed on the question asked not write down everything they know about a topic.
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Question 12(a)
Most candidates got this mark, though a very small minority just circled a point in the middle of
the graph.

Question 12(b)
Most candidates could score one mark here saying it was a positive correlation between the two
variables and in most cases naming them, but few managed to expand on this to gain the second
mark. A few just put it was a correlation without saying what type so didn’t gain a mark.

 4E

Examiner Comments
This is a good answer that says there is a positive correlation
between the two variables and then elaborates and explains
what this means with reference to the study in the scenario.

 4D
 4E

Examiner Comments
This doesn’t say what the two variables are so it isn’t enough to
gain a mark.
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4

 4E

Examiner Comments
This gets one mark, it says there is a positive correlation and mentions the
two variables, but does not go on to elaborate to get the 2nd mark.
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Question 12c
The most common correct answer for a strength was that they are easy to read, the most
common weakness was that it doesn’t show cause and effect. There were very few examples
of answers that could identify a strength, a lot of candidates simply described the fact that a
correlation shows a relationship between two variables. However a lot of candidates who did
state a strength or weakness were unable to elaborate on it further to gain the second mark.
Some candidates confused correlations with experiments and talked about the IV and the DV.

 4F

Examiner Comments
This gets 2 marks for the strength, 1 for saying it may highlight unexpected
relationships and then for the elaboration saying why this is a strength. The
weakness gets 1 mark as it only identifies the fact that they can’t tell us cause
and effect and there is no explanation about why this is a weakness.
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 4F

Examiner Comments
This doesn’t get any marks for the strength as it just describes what a
correlation shows us. It gets 1 mark for the weakness as it says there may be
other reasons for the realtionship but does not elaborate with reference to the
research method as a whole.
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 4F



Examiner Comments
The strength gets 1 mark for saying it is easy to read. before that it just
describes what a correlation can show us. The weakness gets 2 marks, 1 for
saying it doesn’t show cause and effect and then for the last sentence as an
elaboration point.
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Question 13
The most popular practical was looking at gender and the size of car each drives, there were
some interesting ones on gender and book carrying, adverts and which gender is used for which
product. Most students did do the learning practical though a few picked a practical from one
of the other approaches. Whilst the vast majority of practicals were ethical there were some
that gave cause for concern such as seeing if South Park would make nursery children more
aggressive, watching children from a car without any consent, watching children play with a gun
that had been given to them for the practical and looking at the effects of violent video games
to name a few. Practicals must be ethical, and the use of children should be avoided if possible
but where they are used extra care should be taken and parents must always give fully informed
consent. Teachers should be aware of what their students are doing and ensure the ethics are
adhered to.
(a)

The vast majority of candidates were able to state a clear aim.

(b)

This was not answered well with the vast majority of candidates only getting one mark
due to no reference to the statistical test used and what it told them about their results.
Good answers were able to give a description of what the averages showed them as well
as reference to their statistical test. However the majority only gave a general result or
conclusion which was related to whether their hypothesis was confirmed or not.

(c)

Most candidates managed to get a mark for generalisability and one for reliability. The
better candidates could refer specifically to their study, such as the area it was carried
out, the time it was done, having other observers etc. However, some only gave general
remarks about generalisability and reliability with no reference to their actual study and
so limited the number of marks they could gain. Some candidates thought that reliability
meant you had to observe exactly the same people and get exactly the same results. A lot
of candidates showed some confusion between reliability and validity, and a lot included
ecological validity in their answer, which did not answer the question asked. It seemed
many had learnt a prepared answer about evaluating their practical in general and were
unable to focus on what the question asked.

 4E


Examiner Comments
This gets both marks, it clearly tells us what their statisitcal test found in
relation to the significance of their results and then add that this shows men and
women are equally as likley to drive small cars.
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Examiner Comments
This get 3 marks. 1 mark for the first sentence.
The second sentence doesn’t get a mark as a sample of 150 is not considered
small.
The third sentence does not explain why it isn’t possible to get the exact
conditions again and why this affects replicability so isn’t enough for a mark.
The fourth sentence gained a mark for a generic point due to lack of controls
affecting reliability.
The last sentence gains a mark for commenting on how the location may have
skewed the results with reference to the location used in the practical.
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Examiner Comments
This is a good evaluation of their prctical and gains full marks. The first mark is for the comment on low
generalisability with the inclusion of the 30 participants making it a small sample.
The next mark is for the comment about how the time the practical took place affected its generalisability.
Then the next mark for the comment about how the car may not have belonged to the driver and the effect of cost
on the colour of the car.
The fourth mark is for the generic point about the standardised procedure.
The last mark is for the comments about how they operationalised the colours making it relaible.
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 4E

Examiner Comments
This only gets 1 mark as it gives their general findings but makes no reference to
the statisitcal test used and what is showed.

Question 14(a) (i)
Positive reinforcement was by far the best answered with most candidates being able to give a
definition of it and then an example to gain the second mark. Some even gave examples from
Skinner’s experiments, which was pleasing to see.

 4DL

Examiner Comments
This gains both marks for giving a defintion of positive reinforcement and then
using Skinners rats as an example.
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Question 14(a) (ii)

Negative reinforcement was not answered as well with a lot of candidates confusing it with
punishment, however good candidates who knew what it was often accessed both marks.

 4DLL

Examiner Comments
This get no marks as it is describing punishment rather than negative
reinforcement.

 4DLL

Examiner Comments
This get both marks for a clear, accurate definition of negative reinforcement
and then an example.
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Question 14(a) (iii)
Punishment was answered better than negative reinforcement, however some candidates did not
get both marks as they said punishment was when you punished someone without offering any
definition of the term and was just reflecting the question without showing understanding.

 DLLL

Examiner Comments
This get both marks, they accurately describe punishment without using the
term again and give an example for the second mark.

 DLLL

Examiner Comments
This doesn’t get any marks as it just uses the term punishing again without
giving any indication of what it means.
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Question 14b
There were some good answers here with candidates being able to describe how operant
conditioning could help with reference to the scenario. They were able to talk about positive
and negative reinforcement and punishment as well as bring in the principle of token economy.
There was some confusion from some candidates over negative reinforcement and punishment
and some did not focus on the question asked and talked about how social learning theory could
be used as well.
4

Examiner Comments
This gets full marks, the first mark for the first sentence which is relating positive reinforcement to Sally and the
teacher. The second mark is for how punishment can be used to stop Sally’s undesirable behaviour. The candidate
then talks about social learning theory which is not relevant to the question so it is ignored. The next mark
comes at the start of the last papragraph where negative reinoforcement is accurately explained in relation to
Sally, and the last mark is for the example of negative reinforcement.
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 4E

Examiner Comments
This gets 3 marks. The first mark is for saying that after Sally is praised for a desired behaviour
it will be more likely to be repeated. There are no marks for saying that Sally could be punished,
this needs elaborating on as an example for how Sally could be punished. The second mark
comes for saying punishment will make her less likely to repeat the behaviour, and the third
mark is at the end for negative reinforcement.
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 4E

Examiner Comments
This gets 2 marks. The first sentences describes punishment but names it as negative
reinforecment. We ignored the bit that said negative reinforcement and gave the first mark for
saying how the teacher could punish Sally if she shouts out. The second mark is for how positive
reinforcement can be used to help Sally. This is a case of the candidate only saying two things so
they can only gain two marks when the question is for 4 marks.
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Question 15(a)
On the whole this was well answered with a lot of candidates being able to get at least two out
of the three marks showing a clear understanding of the process. Candidates were able to talk
about the radioactive tracer and what happened once it had been injected, what the different
colours meant and knew that the scan looked at the working brain. Some candidates did just
define what PET stood for and a minority confused it with an MRI scan and so couldn’t get the
marks.

 4D

Examiner Comments
This gets all 3 marks, it tells us PET scans look at brain activity, that a radioactive tracer is
injected and the different colours show high or low activity. The sentence about being placed in
a machine to scan the brain doesn’t get a mark as it does not add detail and people are not put
in a machine to have a PET scan.
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 4D

Examiner Comments
This only gets 1 mark for saying it shows a working image of the brain. There is no mention of
the radioactive tracer being injected with the glucose, then it repeats that it shows the most
active areas (same as working image). No marks for saying it can detect tumours as this is not
part of the technique.
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Question 15(b)
Most answers that got this right focussed on the fast breeding and were able to elaborate on
this point for the second mark. A lot of candidates gave ethical answers when the question
clearly stated practical issues, and some candidates failed to elaborate on their practical issue
so only gaining one mark. Those who referred to cost or space often did so with no reference to
a species of animal and no justification of why it was cheaper. Those who mentioned demand
characteristics said they didn’t happen, when there has been research to show that animals may
fall prey to demand characteristics, candidates need to be careful of being definite.

 4E

Examiner Comments
This gets both marks as it identifies the fact that you can do things to animals that you can’t do
to humans and then gives an example in the form of testing drugs on mice to see the effects on
their behaviour.

 4E

Examiner Comments
This only gets 1 mark as it repeats the question and then tells us that the strength is that rats
have similar brain functions to humans. There is no explanation of why this is a strength so the
2nd mark can not be gained.
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 4E

Examiner Comments
This doesn’t get any marks as it focuses on the fact animals are used when it isn’t ethical to
use humans, the question clearly asks for practical issues this candidate has not answered the
question.
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Question 15(c)

Answered well with the most popular answer being MRI scans.

Question 16(a)
Good candidates answered this well, giving good, well-structured responses that talked about
the stage, the fantasy, castration anxiety and identification. Candidates described the Oedipus
complex better than the Electra complex, or simply repeated what they had said about boys
when describing what happened to girls. Some did mention penis envy but were often unable
to elaborate on it. A minority of candidates simply described Freud’s stages without focussing
on gender development and the phallic stage and so limited the marks they got, and very few
candidates mentioned that it occurs at an unconscious level.

 4D

Examiner Comments
This gets all four marks. It starts by listing all the stages which is not relevant for this question and is ignored. It
then focusses on the question and gender development, gaining the first marks for saying it occurs in the phallic
stage, and the ages this stage happens. The 2nd mark is for saying the child developes an unconcious sexual
desire for the opposite sex parent. The next mark comes for saying the same sex parent is a rival, and the fourth
mark for saying it is resolved by identifying with the same sex parent allowing them to devlop gender identity.
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 4D

Examiner Comments
This gets 3 marks. Again there is a description of Freud’s five stages which is not credit
worthy. The first mark comes when they say the phallic stage, the age and develop
through the Oedipus complex. The next sentence about identifying with the opposite
sex parent is incorrect and ignored. The 2nd mark comes for the sentence on castration
fear and then a mark at the end for how penis envy helps girls identify with the same sex
parent.
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Question 16(b)
Good candidates were able to get four out of four and most could get over half marks. It was nice
to see the use of appropriate psychological terms rather than general language. However a lot of
candidates just put any term down and did not read the script to make sure it made sense.

 4E

Examiner Comments
This gets 3 marks and is an example of the candidate not reading it all to make sure it
makes sense. A study would not be criticied for being valid.

 4E

Examiner Comments
This gets all 4 marks.
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Question 16(c)
There were quite a few very good responses to this question with candidates being able to relate
the twins gender development to operant conditioning, social learning theory and biological
concepts showing a clear understanding of gender development. Candidates talked about both
learning and biological concepts as the question asked, with very few candidates talking about
Freud which shows they read and focussed on the question. Some candidates did make the
same point twice, once about Sue and then about Steve, e.g. Sue get rewarded… Steve gets
rewarded… which was only credited once. Weaker candidates talked about gender behaviour
being encouraged but failed to elaborate and say how that behaviour was encouraged.

 4F
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Examiner Comments
This is a good answer which clearly relates to Sue and Steve and gets all 6 marks.
the first mark comes for saying they are rewarded for acting like girls or boys, it then repeats itself.
The 2nd mark is given for punishing wrong gender behaviours with the example.
The 3rd mark is given for vicarious reinforcement and Sue and Steve seeing role models rewarded.

Examiner Comments
2nd page There is then a repeat of vicarious reinforcement relating to Sue then relating to Steve
which doesn’t gain the candidate any more marks.
The fourth mark comes after brain lateralisation in Sue making her better at language so she prefers
Sleeping Beauty which has more language than formula 1.
The fifth mark is for the rest of that sentece relating brain lateralisation to emotions and Sleeping
Beauty showing more emotions.
The sixth mark comes at the end explaining right sided brain lateralisation and how it relates to
spatial tasks and why Steve likes car racing.
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4
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Examiner Comments
This only gets 2 marks, both on the first page.
First page the first mark is for saying boys are XY and girls are XX and the second mark for how the
Y chromosome affects hormone release in the womb for boys. Both are generic points and make no
mention of Steve or Sue.
It then goes on to say how a child would be socialised to the acceptable gender behaviour but does
not explain how.
(2nd page) Whilst it says Steve would have learnt what a boy should like from his parents it does not
explain how he would have learnt it from his parents so cannot gain a mark. It then repeats what it
said about Steve for Sue but again does not tell how she would have learnt her behaviour.
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Question 17

The most common study was Raine followed by Gottesman and Shields with very few responses
about de Bellis. A few described Money’s study when that wasn’t on the list given. Candidates
that did well were able to give the aim of the study, some procedure points, the results and
conclusion. Weaker candidates tended to focus on the procedure at the expense of the other
sections of the study and so limited their marks. On the whole candidates tended to get more
marks if they described Raine, those who did Gottesman and Shields tended to be confused over
the results or with the meta-analysis on family studies that Gottesman did. Some candidates
thought that Gottesman and Shields looked at the rate of schizophrenia in twins to see if MZ
twins got it more than DZ twins and made no mention of one twin already having the disorder.
There was also some confusion over the methods used by Gottesman and Shields to determine if
the twins were identical or not and the methods used to look at their mental health

 4
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Examiner Comments
This gets 5 marks.
1st Page. 1 mark for the aim. They then say they divided the twins into MZ and DZ but do not say
how so can’t get a mark for this. The next mark comes for the three groups they classed the twins
in (a procedural mark.) The next sentence also gets a procedural mark for saying they gained
primary data from interviewing the twins.
2nd page A results mark for saying they found mental disorders were more likley to occur if the
twins were genetically identical, and then a conclusion mark at the end.
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Examiner Comments
This gets 4 marks. This is an example of a candidate that focuses on the aim and procedure and
doesn’t mention the results or conclusion so limits the number of marks they can gain.
On the first page, the first sentence doesn’t get a mark as Raine wasn’t looking at their activity. The
first mark is a procedural mark for the 2 groups with correct numbers in each group.
The 2nd mark is another procedural mark for comparing different levels of activity whilst doing a
task.
The third mark is a procedural mark for they could locate the different areas of the brain and
compare activity. The candidate has reached the limit of available procedural marks.
From the second page, the final mark comes at the end of the answer for a correct aim.
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Question 18
The vast majority of candidates chose ‘Do dreams have meaning?’ as their key issue, other issues
included the debate about recovered memories, should everyone have psychoanalysis, with a
minority looking at Michael Jackson. In this case teachers need to take care that this issue is
handled sensitively given his recent death and troubled life, and that statements aren’t made
that aren’t fact. Indeed given the sensitivity of the issue it would be best if another key issue
was used.
On the whole this question was not answered well. A lot of candidates did not effectively
identify what their issue was and the vast majority did not describe the issue but went straight
into apply psychological concepts to the issue, especially those who looked at do dreams have
meaning? This affected how high up the levels they could go. In some cases the issue had to be
worked out and assumed from what had been written. Other times candidates didn’t talk about
an issue at all but described and evaluated dream analysis, or some other aspect of Freud’s
theory. Those who did the debate about recovered memories sometimes just wrote all they knew
about repression and then all they knew about false memory. In all issues alternative theories or
explanations were often not mentioned or if they were they were named but no detail was given.
A lot of candidates gave evaluation points of the concept they were using as an issue instead of
focussing on why it was an issue. Very few candidates focussed on the wrong approach, those
that did tended to look at trans gender operations, and whilst this could be looked at from the
psychodynamic point of view they focussed on the biological aspects of it. Key issues is an area
that centres need to concentrate on more and give the students the skills to deal with such
questions when they come up again.
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Examiner Comments
This is a level 3 answer. The key issue is clearly identified with the first papragraph giving a basic
description of the issue. The candidate then goes on to give a good explanation of the issue in
psychodynamic terms mentioning how Freud’s theory explaians dreams do have meaning with
evidence from PET scans to support it. There is also an alternative theory which is explained. We
then have evaluation points of Freud’s theory of dream analysis and evidence in the form of Little
Hans. The quality of written communication is good so this helps take the answer to the top of level
3 so 9 marks.
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Examiner Comments

This is a level 3 answer. The first page mainly describes both sides of the issue. The candidate
then goes on to Beth Ruterhford as evidence of false memories, and how Masson disagreed with
Freud’s methods as it puts too much power in the hands of the analyst. As there are very few
psychodynamic concepts in the answer and the application is basic it is at the bottom of level 3 so
gets 7 marks.
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Examiner Comments
This is a level 2 answer. The key issue is clearly identified but the candidate offers no description of the key issue,
they go straight into applying psychodynamic concepts to it so they can not get higher than level 2.
The application is good, it explains how Freud thought dreams do have meaning with some examples of what some
symbols may mean. There is evidence to support that side of the argument in the form of the smoking study (page
2), and an alternative theory is given on page three and explained with an example and evaluation point about
that theory. Quality of written communication is fine and as the application is good it takes it to the top of level 2
so it gets 6 marks.
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Examiner Comments
This doesn’t get any marks as it just describes regression with Anna O as
evidence for it. It is not written as an issue and nowhere in the answer is
there any indication of what the issue could be so it does not answer the
question asked.

On the whole the paper seemed accessible to the candidates with some very pleasing answers
to some of the questions. However, at times some candidates did not focus on what the question
was actually asking which limited the marks they could get.
The mulitple choice seemed well answered on the whole, common mistakes being confusing
vicarious reinforcement with positive or negative reinforcement and confusion over brain
lateralisation in males. The mulitple choice on research methods seemed to be better answered
than last year though a minority of candidates thought that any animal can be used in any
situation for question 9.
When it came to the practical question there were unfortunately some unethical practicals being
carried out. Centres are reminded that children should only be used if there is no other way of
carrying out the practical and that fully informed consent should be gained from the parents.
Great care should be taken over the ethics of a practical. Teachers should be aware of what their
students are doing and ensure the ethics are adhered to. If there is any doubt then the practical
should not be carried out.
Some candidates lost marks as they were not able to elaborate on their answers, especially
questions such as 12c where they needed to state a strength and weakness then elaborate for
the extra marks. Candidates need to know that, apart from the extended questions, the number
of marks by a question is an indication of the number of points they need to make. If a question
is worth two marks then they need to make two different points, or make a clear point and then
offer elaboration.

Grade boundaries
Grade

Max. Mark

A

B

C

D

E

Raw boundary mark

80

59

53

48

43

38

Uniform boundary mark

120

96

84

72

60

48
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